Online exercise rehabilitation to stable COPD patients during the second COVID wave: Are physiotherapists able to help?
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Dear Editor,

A significant cause of morbidity and mortality worldwide is a chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). It is a chronic lung condition characterized by gradual restriction of airflow and symptomatic respiratory complaints, such as worsening dyspnea, chronic cough, and sputum. Besides the frequent symptomatic exacerbations (that need hospitalization), COPD may contribute to the gradual intolerance of exercise that eventually reduces the quality of life (QoL) of patients [1]. Reduced QoL in COPD patients may be related to the gradual dysfunction of peripheral limb and respiratory muscles that restrict the daily activities [2].

With a relatively-mild first wave from March to July 2020, the outbreak of the corona virus disease 2019 (COVID-19) spread to all countries around the world. The strong specter of the second wave began to appear from August 2020 till now [3] with the return of precautionary measures such as social distancing enforced by some governments, especially in Europe, reaching to some Arab countries including Egypt, which is on the threshold of the second wave of COVID-19, but more fiercely than the first wave, especially with the arrival of winter which represents a great opportunity for COVID-19 transmission.

During the endless incurable COVID pandemic, continuous stable-COPD assessment, treatment, and follow-up from the whole medical team (including chest physicians, psychologists, nutritionists, and physiotherapists) are recommended utilizing the telemedicine technologies away from the traditional face-to-face meetings to lower the high risk of COVID-19 contamination [4]. Maintaining a moderate reasonable level of physical activity is a very important factor to decline the infection risk to the respiratory tract in addition to overcoming the expected physical and psychological adverse effects [5] of intentional/forced social distance even in patients with stable chronic long-standing chest diseases who are more vulnerable to high rate of deaths due to the cross-COVID risk infection.

With the repeated calls to physiotherapists – during the first wave of COVID-19 crisis – to participate in the online home-centered rehabilitation sessions to avoid the expected high rate of patients –especially the elder ones – who will (un)intentionally cancel the continuity of their rehabilitation sessions in the private and/or governmental physiotherapy units that may be locked down due to the formal recommendations to cancel the not urgent long-timed treatment services during the pandemic COVID-19 [6].

During the second-COVID wave, remotely-supervised online exercise rehabilitation by physiotherapists is one of the available and recommended home options to
continue the demanded exercise rehabilitation to avoid the high COVID-cross risk infection that may be transmitted to low-immunity stable COPD patients attended to physiotherapy centers. Physiotherapists – under the supervision of physiotherapy syndicates in Egypt – must write a simple foldout – in native language – that contains the different components of exercise rehabilitation that can be simply carried out by the stable COPD patients at home, starting from different breathing exercises aiming to improve relaxation, strengthen of respiratory muscles (as a diaphragmatic, pursed-lip, posture-connected breathing, and belt breathing exercises), and prevent the accumulation of airway secretions (forced expiration techniques, active cycle of breathing, and autogenic drainage). Simple active free and resisted strengthening exercises for the muscles of upper and lower extremities must be incorporated in the foldout. Electronic copies of the foldout may be emailed or sent to the different social media accounts of every patient.

It is very important to supply the patients and/or family caregivers with the available websites for selecting, booking, online-ordering, and home-delivery of different respiratory training devices (flow-ball lungentrainer, breath builder classic, and AirPhysio Sports) that add a fun-encouraging element to some geriatric COPD patients who may be bored during the routine application of the above-mentioned breathing and limb exercises. Also, it is crucial to guide the patients and/or family members to other respiratory retraining devices as the Airofit Breathing Trainer device that enables the patient to monitor his/her lung capacities via the associated-mobile application with the device.

It is very urgent to construct videos – by physiotherapists – containing how to apply the self-rehabilitation sessions via the above-mentioned respiratory retraining devices, breathing exercises, and limb stretching and strengthening exercises. The foldout and videos may be uploaded – with the help of the main national physiotherapy syndicate – on the official national website and Facebook page of the ministry of health. Regular 3-timed scheduled meetings per week on the free video-conferencing applications as zoom may be adopted by physiotherapists as a way to maintain the supervision of exercise rehabilitation in stable COPD patients.

Finally, some stable COPD patients – who prefer the assistance of mobile health applications that introduce monitoring of vital signs during home exercise rehabilitation via application-associated wearable monitoring accessories – may be guided from physiotherapists to different websites of paid rehabilitation applications as mHealth mobile application that may be downloaded on their cell phones to maintain their physical activity at home during the second COVID wave.
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